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Executive Summary

Today, our mobile devices are as indispensible to our daily lives as our keys and wallet. 
Just	consider	how	often	you	use	your	phone	throughout	the	day.	From	checking	the	
weather	to	looking	up	directions	to	e-commerce,	mobile	has	opened	up	a	world	of	
opportunities.	And	it’s	constantly	evolving.	Every	time	you	use	a	location-enabled	
application, your smartphone emits location data and receives values in return – 
sometimes	in	the	form	of	a	targeted	mobile	advertisement.	This	makes	location	data	
extremely valuable to both consumers and marketers alike. But not every reported 
location	is	delivered	with	the	high	precision	and	quality	that	PlaceIQ	requires	for		our	
advanced	targeting	and	analytics	techniques	–	that’s	where	Darwin	comes	into	play.	
Darwin	is	a	robust	pipeline	of	advertising	supply	sources	that	identifies	which	publishers	
and	networks	have	the	best	quality	location	data,	weeding	out	weak	and	illegitimate	data	
sources. Data-based natural selection, if you will.

This paper examines where location data comes from, how it’s obtained, why there’s 
illegitimate	location	data,	and	critically,	how	we	verify	legitimate	location	data	through	
Darwin,	a	pipeline	that	distinguishes	healthy	from	faulty	location	data. 
 

Where does it come from? 
 
There	are	two	ways	location	data	is	acquired:	directly	or	indirectly.	Directly	is	when	a	user	
opts-in	to	share	their	location	data,	and	their	mobile	device	uses	a	hybrid	positioning	API	
via	the	operating	system	to	obtain	lat/long.	This	is	the	highest	quality	location	information	
available,	and	the	only	type	that	PlaceIQ	uses.

Most of the location data that is directly captured by a device is reasonably accurate – 
the	nature	of	hybrid	positioning,	however,	allows	for	varying	levels	of	precision.	Once	
PlaceIQ	employs	Darwin	to	eliminate	misreported	location	data,	we	use	a	variety	of	other	
processes to weed out any additional inaccuracies.

For	over	four	years,	PlaceIQ	has	been	working	hard	to	uncover,	address,	and	improve	
location	data	quality.	By	combining	strict	data	quality	assurance	practices	with	geospatial	
platform	that	was	structured	to	account	for	and	mitigate	the	shortcomings	of	current	
mobile	infrastructure,	we’ve	established	not	only	an	industry-leading	standard	of	
excellence,	but	also	a	powerful	ground	truth	data	set	that	identifies	patterns	validating	
human	behavior.	These	measures	are	the	difference	between	reaching	the	right	audience	
or	the	wrong	one	or	fraudulent	one.
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Where Does Location Data Come From and How
is it Obtained?

An	overly	complicated	theory	about	location	targeting	precision	is	making	its	way	
around	the	mobile	advertising	industry.	The	basis	is	that	there	are	eight	levels	of	
precision,	ranging	from	GPS	at	the	top	of	the	pyramid	to	Caller	ID	at	the	bottom	of	
the	pyramid.	PlaceIQ	believes	that	this	pyramid	structure	is	altogether	inaccurate.

Location	data	is	acquired	in	a	hybrid	fashion—it’s	not	one	method	vs.	the	other.	
Moreover,	methods	are	not	necessarily	determined	in	a	sequential	system. 

At	the	highest	level,	there	are	only	two	 
ways	to	acquire	a	mobile	device’s	location:	 
directly or indirectly.

 
Direct	location	data	is	obtained	with	a	user’s	permission	through	the	smartphone	
operating	system’s	location	services	API.	On	the	front	end,	once	a	user	has	
downloaded,	installed,	and	opened	a	mobile	app	for	the	first	time,	a	location	API	will	
ask	for	an	explicit	opt-in	to	share	location	data.	In	return	for	allowing	access	to	your	
location,	mobile	apps	offer	users	certain	location-based	services,	such	as	navigation,	
curated	content,	or	a	mobile	ad	based	on	nearby	surroundings.	The	location	services	
API	provides	the	most	accurate	location	data	available,	synthesized	from	GPS,	WiFi,	
and	cellular	signals.	Apple’s	iOS	7	and	8	use	Bluetooth	LE	signals	as	well.	Direct	
location	data	is	the	highest	quality	location	information	available,	and	the	only	kind	
that	PlaceIQ	uses.

If	a	user	has	not	allowed	an	application	to	use	his	or	her	current	location,	the	app	 
must	derive	location	from	indirect	means,	such	as	an	IP	address,	registration	
information,	or	geo-search.	These	indirect	methods	are	never	as	accurate	as	location	
that	is	derived	directly	from	opt-in	sharing.	PlaceIQ	identifies	and	filters	out	indirectly	
obtained location data.

If	a	user	has	opted-in	to	share	their	current	location,	the	application	will	acquire	a	lat/
long	from	the	mobile	device’s	OS,	which	generally	synthesizes	up	to	three	signals	to	
deliver	the	user’s	coordinates	as	quickly	and	precisely	as	possible.
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1.	It	will	attempt	to	locate	a	nearby	cell	tower,	which	is	the	fastest	method	requiring	
the	least	energy,	but	it	is	often	imprecise. 
2.	The	device	will	compare	the	surrounding	WiFi	networks	to	any	known	WiFi	
networks cached by the OS. This location data is more precise than cellular towers. 
3.	The	device	will	boot	up	GPS,	the	most	accurate	method,	but	requires	more	time	
and	energy.

These	systems	are	initiated	and	synthesized	in	a	matter	of	milliseconds.

If	a	user	has	decided	not	to	share	their	location,	the	application	may	attempt	to	derive	
location	indirectly	through	IP	address,	registration	information,	or	geo-research.	
Through	Darwin,	PlaceIQ	is	able	to	filter	out	such	indirect	location	data.

PROS
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The	key	to	identifying	suspect	data	is	to	first	recognize	patterns	that	don’t	look	like	
natural	human	behavior.	PlaceIQ	surveys	over	160	billion	ad	requests	each	month,	but	not	
all	of	these	contain	quality	hyper-local	data.	Below	are	some	examples	of	the	predictable	
location	data	inaccuracies	that	we	account	for	at	PlaceIQ.

 
ZIP CODE & METRO CENTROIDS 
With	the	rising	popularity	of	hyper-local	targeting	in	recent	years,	several	companies	now	
offer location services that translate certain types of 

information	into	latitude	and	longitude,	with	varying	levels	of	success.	Some	convert	
IP	Addresses	to	generic	lat/longs.	Every	mobile	device	is	classified	with	a	numerical	
identifier	by	its	carrier	that	allows	it	to	receive	information	across	networks.	Carrier	IP	
address	ranges	are	typically	reserved	for	specific	geographic	regions,	which	can	be	a	zip	
code,	metro	area,	or	even	an	entire	country,	so	these	companies	map	the	IP	address	to	
a	point	near	the	center	of	the	region	represented	by	the	IP	address.	These	“centroids”	
appear	as	single	points	in	space	with	unexpectedly	high	volumes	of	ad	requests.	In	some	
cases,	these	centroids	map	to	farm	fields,	cemeteries,	and	bodies	of	water.

Where Does Bad Data Come From?3

Zip Code Centroid Zip Code Centroid Not Zip Code Centroid

This tile is near the center of a 
zip	code	also	happens	to	be	in	a	
cemetery.	It	received	21,382% 
more	ad	requests	over	the	course	
of	a	month	than	the	average	

number received by other tiles in 
the	same	zip	code.

This tile is near the center of a
zip	code	and	also	happens	to	be	
in	a	forest.	It	received	36,494% 
more	ad	requests	over	the	course	
of	a	month	than	the	average	

number received by other tiles in 
the	same	zip	code.

This tile is near the center of a
zip	code	and	also	happens	to	

contain	Penn	Station.	It	received	
241%	more	ad	requests	over	

the course of a month than the 
average	number	received	by	

other	tiles	in	the	same	zip	code.

100 m 100 m 100 m
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Each	month	PlaceIQ	filters	tens	of	millions	of	ad	requests	that	appear	to	originate	from	
a	remote	field	in	Kansas,	which	according	to	the	2010	census	has	no	nearby	cities	with	
populations	of	more	than	a	few	hundred	people.	It	turns	out	that	this	field	is	near	the	
geographic	center	of	the	United	States,	and	represents	the	centroid	for	any	country	level	
US	IP	address	that	was	translated	to	a	lat/long	pair. 

CELL TOWER SINKS 
Cell	tower	triangulation	is	a	method	of	identifying	a	device’s	location	based	upon	its	
distance	from	nearby	cell	towers.	When	only	a	single	cell	tower	is	available,	any	device	
traffic	through	that	tower	adopts	the	location	information	of	the	tower	itself.	As	a	result,	
all	mobile	ad	requests	appear	to	come	from	the	approximate	location	of	the	cell	tower,	
acting	as	if	it	were	a	sinkhole.	This	can	translate	to	millions	of	ad	requests	inaccurately	
pooling	to	the	same	location	over	the	course	of	a	month.	The	satellite	images	below	
contain two different examples of Cell Tower Sinks. 

In	these	examples	of	Cell	Tower	Sinks,	we	see	~1	million	ad	requests	observed	over	the	course	of	a	month	
within	a	close	proximity	to	rural	cell	towers.	One	tile	received	115,245%	more	ad	requests	than	the	average	tile.
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LOCATION-SPOOFING & SHORT DISTANCE JITTER 
Both	time	and	location	are	key	elements	for	understanding	the	context	of	a	device.	
Sometimes, we detect a device in New York one minute and in San Francisco a few 
minutes	later.	When	a	device	travels	further	than	humanly	possible	over	a	finite	period	of	
time,	it’s	a	clear	sign	of	location	spam.	Rigid	patterns	will	often	emerge	in	these	cases,	a	
telltale	sign	that	the	device’s	location	has	been	tampered	with	to	appear	legitimate,	when	
these	location	signals	are	in	fact	spurious. 

When a device travels further or faster than  
humanly possible over a certain period of time,  
this	is	a	clear	sign	of	location	spam.	

 
The	examples	below	exhibit	two	types	of	spam	classifications.

TRUNCATED LAT / LONG
When	a	mobile	application	obtains	location	indirectly,	it	sometimes	results	in	a	lat/long	
that	does	not	have	an	acceptable	number	of	significant	digits.	PlaceIQ	will	reject	any	lat/
long	pair	with	less	than	four	digits,	which	gives	our	location	data	a	potential	precision	of	
about	10	meters	by	10	meters.	The	fidelity	of	location	data	increases	tenfold	with	each	
significant	digit	in	the	lat/long	pair.

In	this	Location-Spoofing	example,	we	see	a	single	
device that was observed in tens of metros across 
North America over the course of a few minutes.

In	this	Short-Distance	Jitter	example,	we	see
a	single	device	that	travels	to	multiple,	relatively
nearby points over the course of minutes. This 
specific	pattern	continues	to	repeat	itself.
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FAKED LAT / LONG
Sometimes	an	application	will	realize	that	its	lat/long	pair	does	not	have	enough	
significant	digits	to	be	accepted,	and	will	artificially	increase	the	significant	digits	by	
appending	its	own	numbers	at	the	end.

Appending	a	fixed,	arbitrary	number	to	the	end	of	a	lat/long	will	result	in	an	unnatural,	

10 m x 10 m

90.1298

100 m x 100 m

1 km x 1 km

10 km x 10 km
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spotty	pattern.	For	instance,	rather	than	passing	the	lat/long	of	90.1244/2.1135,	an	app	
might	tack	on	additional	fixed	digits	to	make	the	pair	90.12440/2.11350.

Appending	random	numbers	to	the	end	of	a	lat/long	will	result	in	location	data	that	is	too	
perfectly	distributed	and	therefore	behaves	artificially	(such	as	90.12345/2.12345).	 
This	kind	of	data	is	just	as	likely	to	appear	in	a	household	as	the	center	of	a	lake	or	field.

Appending Random NumbersAppending Fixed Numbers

90.1234590.12440
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So... How Do We Know We’re Using Good Data?

PlaceIQ	has	created	the	Darwin	pipeline,	which	analyzes	the	location	quality	of	any	
combination	of	location	history	data,	such	as	ad	request	logs,	application	location	
histories, sensor data archives, and more. These location history records should contain 
latitude	and	longitude	coordinates,	a	unique	identifier	such	as	a	mobile	device	ID,	and	a	
timestamp.

The	crux	of	identifying	illegitimate	data	is	to	identify	patterns	that	don’t	match	human	
behavior.	Just	as	with	identifying	illegitimate	data,	we	analyze	patterns	of	movement	that	
are	consistent	with	human	behavior	to	verify	legitimate	data.	Additionally,	even	if	a	data	
source doesn’t have ostensible inaccuracies, it may exhibit low resolution or noise in more 
subtle	ways.	In	such	cases,	we’ve	built	several	algorithms	to	help	us	understand	how	good	
a source of data may be. 

The	crux	of	identifying	illegitimate	data	is	to	 
identify patterns that don’t match human behavior. 

Darwin	uses	a	number	of	measurements	that	are	ultimately	combined	into	two	quality	
scores:	Hyperlocality	and	Clusterability.	These	measurements	involve	advanced	data	
science	techniques,	such	as	determining	the	efficiency	of	location	information	as	it	moves	
from	lower	resolutions	to	higher	resolutions,	the	average	number	and	compactness	of	
clusters,	the	number	of	reliable	significant	digits	in	latitudes	and	longitudes,	and	whether	
the	data	has	“sinkholes,”	or	high	concentrations	of	repeated	spatial	coordinates	such	as	
the	zip	or	metro	centroids	that	plague	ad	request	logs.	Such	sinkholes	are	usually	a	sign	
that	the	generator	of	the	location	data	is	using	an	indirect	method	for	lat/long	mapping. 

 
Hyperlocality: Does Location Data Reflect the Real World? 
 
VISUALIZATION 
The	simplest	test	of	location	quality	is	visualization.	The	first	step	is	to	generate	a	
representative	sample	of	location	histories	from	a	given	source	of	data	for	several	metro	
areas and plots them in MapBox’s TileMill1 application. This simple visual test allows us to 

4
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immediately	judge	a	source	of	location	history	data	to	be	of	poor	quality,	and	to	diagnose	
more obvious issues.

Through	this	step,	we	are	able	to	quickly	validate	several	requirements	for	what	we	
consider	to	be	good,	hyper-local	location	history	data.	The	San	Francisco	metro	area	is	
one	of	our	test	metro	areas	due	to	the	city’s	diverse	geographical	topography	(e.g.	open	
water,	bridges,	a	large	airport,	a	large	park,	dense	urban	areas,	and	nearby	mountainous	
terrain),	allowing	us	to	make	a	number	of	very	rapid	judgments.	There	should	be	very	few	
points	over	water	and	thin,	sharp	clusters	of	points	on	bridges,	for	example.	The	density	
of	points	should	also	mimic	population	density	(e.g.	the	density	of	points	in	downtown	
San	Francisco	should	be	higher	than	in	Sausalito	just	north	of	the	Golden	Gate	Bridge).	
The	division	between	Golden	Gate	Park	and	the	urban	areas	that	surround	it	should	

1  https://www.mapbox.com/tilemill/

SOURCE 1 SOURCE 2
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2  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kullback%E2%80%93Leibler_divergence

be clear and the rocky terrain south and north of San Francisco and east of Oakland 
should	have	a	very	low	density	of	points.	Points	at	SFO	International	Airport	should	be	
concentrated	inside	the	terminal	and	there	should	be	only	a	small	smattering	of	points	on	
the runways.

There should be very few points over water 
and	thin,	sharp	clusters	of	points	on	bridges.

There	should	also	be	no	indication	of	programmatic	jittering	or	adulteration	oflocation	
coordinates.	For	instance,	in	the	figures	on	the	previous	page,	we	show	location	histories	
taken	from	two	separate	mobile	inventory	sources.	It	is	clear	from	inspection	Source	2	is	
either	adulterating	coordinates	or	simply	generating	them	programmatically. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DIGITS 
If	the	location	history	data	set	passes	the	simple	visualization	inspection,	our	next	suite	
of	tests	examines	the	distribution	of	digits	in	coordinate	pairs.	Specifically,	we	consider	
both	the	distribution	of	the	individual	digits	after	the	decimal	places	as	well	as	the	joint	
distribution.	For	example,	given	the	coordinate	pair	(90.123456,88.981239),	the	first	
digit	following	the	decimal	will	be	1	for	the	latitude	and	9	for	the	longitude,	while	the	
joint	pair	will	be	(1,9).	Similarly,	for	the	second	digits	we	have	2	and	8	(2,8),	respectively.	
After	generating	the	empirical	distribution	of	digits,	we	compare	them	to	an	expected	
distribution	using	the	Kullback-Leibler	Divergence	2	(KLD).	Simply	put,	KLD	is	a	
measurement	of	how	closely	one	set	of	data	aligns	with	a	model.

In	this	case,	we	are	comparing	a	source	of	location	data	to	a	model	we’ve	developed	by	
evaluating	many	trusted	location	datasets.	If	the	KLD	distance	between	these	two	sets	is	
too	great,	it’s	safe	to	assume	that	this	location	source	is	behaving	in	a	way	inconsistent	
with	our	trusted	sets.	In	practical	terms,	an	inconsistent	source	might	be	too	random	
(indicating	the	data	may	have	been	generated	randomly	by	a	program,	not	human	
behavior)	or	too	predictable	(indicating	that	the	data	may	not	be	as	precise	as	it	claims	
based	on	the	number	of	digits	it	contains).
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VARIANCE OF SIGNIFICANT FIGURES

The	variance	in	the	number	of	significant	figures	is	another	simple	but	telling	indicator	of	
hyper-local	quality.	For	example:

1.	Consider	the	distribution	of	the	maximum	number	of	digits	after	the	decimal	point	for	
a	set	of	coordinates	and	denote	this	as	max(sig). 
2.	For	the	coordinate	pair	(90.12,88.981239),	the	latitude	has	2	digits	after	the	decimal	
point	while	the	longitude	has	6	digits. 
3.	This	pair	has	max(sig)=6.

We	denote	the	average	of	max(sig)	over	all	coordinate	pairs	as	ASF	and	we	further	
define	the	NASF	to	be	the	ASF	normalized	to	lie	between	0	and	1.	If	the	ASF	exceeds	
a	predetermined	benchmark	threshold	of	5	(chosen	to	coincide	with	a	resolution	of	1.1	
meter),	the	NASF	is	mapped	to	1.	Values	less	than	1	represent	linearly	interpolated	values	
between	0	and	the	benchmark	threshold.

This	quantity	is	a	rough	measurement	of	Hyperlocality	and	is	very	simple	to	calculate.	It	
contributes	to	a	source’s	overall	Darwin	score	only	as	a	penalty.	Digits	beyond	the	fifth	
decimal place are sub-meter and clearly not indicative of a device’s accurate location. For 
this	reason,	values	above	the	benchmark	do	not	contribute	to	the	overall	quality	score 

HYPER-LOCAL INFORMATION THEORY 
TIf	the	location	history	data	set	passes	the	simple	visualization	inspection,	our	next	
suite	of	tests	examines	the	distribution	of	digits	in	coordinate	pairs.	Specifically,	we	
consider	both	the	distribution	of	the	individual	digits	after	the	decimal	places	as	well	as	
the	joint	distribution.	For	example,	given	the	coordinate	pair	(90.123456,88.981239),	
the	first	digit	following	the	decimal	will	be	1	for	the	latitude	and	9	for	the	longitude,	
while	the	joint	pair	will	be	(1,9).	Similarly,	for	the	second	digits	we	have	2	and	8	(2,8),	
respectively.	After	generating	the	empirical	distribution	of	digits,	we	compare	them	to	an	
expected	distribution	using	the	Kullback-Leibler	Divergence	2	(KLD).	Simply	put,	KLD	is	a	
measurement	of	how	closely	one	set	of	data	aligns	with	a	model.

In	this	case,	we	are	comparing	a	source	of	location	data	to	a	model	we’ve	developed	by	
evaluating	many	trusted	location	datasets.	If	the	KLD	distance	between	these	two	sets	is	
too	great,	it’s	safe	to	assume	that	this	location	source	is	behaving	in	a	way	inconsistent	
with	our	trusted	sets.	In	practical	terms,	an	inconsistent	source	might	be	too	random	
(indicating	the	data	may	have	been	generated	randomly	by	a	program,	not	human	
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behavior)	or	too	predictable	(indicating	that	the	data	may	not	be	as	precise	as	it	claims	
based	on	the	number	of	digits	it	contains).

Clusterability: Does Location Data Look Like Humans?

The	clustering	of	coordinate	points	captures	real-life	human	behaviors	and	habits.	
Most	devices	have	a	few	tight	clusters	that	represent	where	they	live	and	work.	
Additionally, they have less dense clusters around usual social venues, like retailers, 
restaurants,	and	bars	(unless	they	work	there!).	This	step	of	the	pipeline	measures	
how	“clusterable”	a	set	of	location	histories	tends	to	be	for	each	of	the	unique	
identifiers	in	the	data	set.	True	location	histories	should	be	“clusterable”	in	a	way	that	
represents the behavior of actual humans. 

The	clustering	of	coordinate	points	Identifies	actual	 
human behaviors and habits. 

This	step	examines	the	distribution	of	the	number	of	clusters	for	each	identifier	and	the	
geometric	qualities	of	the	clusters.	To	infer	how	amenable	a	set	of	location	histories	is	
clustering	we	apply	proprietary	algorithms	and	compare	it	to	human	behavior.		

Bringing It All Together: Quality Score Formulas

We	have	two	quality	scores,	the	Clusterability	score	and	the	Hyperlocality	score.	The	
Clusterability	Score	(CS)	is	defined	as: 

CS : = D * R * (1+S) / (R + (1+ S) / 2)

CS	is	the	product	of	the	density	(D)	of	the	clustering	and	the	harmonic	mean	of	the	
robustness	(R)	and	the	normalized	cluster	tightness	score.

We	define	the	Hyperlocality	score	(HLS_N)	as:

HLS_N : = f[HEG_N, NASF,KLD]

HLS_N	is	a	proprietary	function	of	the	Hyperlocality	Efficiency	Gain,	the	normalized	
average	of	the	maximum	number	of	significant	digits,	and	the	KLD	score.
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SOURCE CLUSTERABILITY HYPERLOCALITY

Source 1 0.73 0.44

Source 2 0.40 0.24

Source 3 0.42 0.19

Source 4 0.68 0.75

Source 5 0.28 0.25

Source 6 0.21 0.56

EXAMPLE RESULTS FOR ANONYMIZED INVENTORY SOURCES

Darwin	scores	allow	us	to	evaluate	advertising	inventory	by	analyzing	the	location	data	
accompanying	ad	calls.	We	evaluate	these	location	sources	by	determining	which	have	
the best and most reliable location data. 

We	evaluate	these	location	sources	by	determining 
which have the best and most reliable location data.

 
Below	are	results	for	six	inventory	sources	whose	names	have	been	redacted.	Inputs	to	
both the Clusterability and the Hyperlocality scores are shown for each source. The results 
demonstrate	that	while	having	a	high	score	for	both	is	desirable,	the	two	quantities	are	
in	competition.	Perfect	hyper-local	data	should	have	the	randomness	associated	with	
routine	human	behavior.	The	same	is	true	for	highly	clusterable	data.

Only	one	source	has	both	Hyperlocality	and	Clusterability	above	0.5.	Most	of	the	other	
sources	tend	to	have	one	score	that	is	twice	the	other,	demonstrating	the	tension	
between	the	two	quantities.	Only	Source	5	is	poor	in	both	regards.
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Conclusions

3  http://www.placeiq.com/2013/07/31/how-hyper-should-hyperlocal-be/

With	the	proliferation	of	mobile	devices	over	the	past	30	years,	mobile	networks 
have	significantly	increased	in	density	and	bandwidth	as	devices	have	become	more	
sophisticated,	leading	to	direct	improvements	in	the	quality	of	location	data	and	mobile	
capabilities.	As	smartphone	adoption	continues	and	passive	sensors	are	integrated	
into	our	everyday	lives,	the	magnitude	and	importance	of	location	data	will	reach	
unprecedented	heights.	And	with	that,	the	ability	to	filter	through	oceans	of	location	
data,	detect	signal	from	noise,	and	derive	context	is	paramount	for	companies	to	
effectively	engage	audiences.

Ultimately, all the location history data we currently collect comes from

smartphones.	While	they	do	have	predictable	shortcomings,	they	can	be	planned	for	
and	mitigated.	One	shortcoming	is	the	amount	of	time	a	smartphone	needs	to	get	an	
accurate	fix	on	its	location.

 
The	ability	to	filter	through	oceans	of	location	 
data,	detect	signal	from	noise,	and	derive	context	 
is paramount.

Think	of	the	blue	circle	that	appears	on	Google	or	Apple	Maps	when	you	hit	the	
“Locate”	button	in	your	app.	It	shrinks	down	to	illustrate	that	location’s	accuracy	is	
getting	better	and	better.	Over	the	past	few	years,	Google	and	Apple	have	greatly	
improved	their	location	accuracy	and	speed	by	using	cell	towers	and	caching	where	
specific	WiFi	hotspots	are	located.	These	tactics	help	smartphones	get	good	fixes	while	
the	GPS	kicks	in.

Nevertheless, there’s not a smartphone out there today that can deliver accuracy to 
within	5	meters	in	under	a	second	or	two.	And	keep	in	mind	that	in	the	advertising	world,	
it’s	crucial	that	we	respond	to	ad	requests	in	the	milliseconds.	To	mitigate	this	fixed	time,	
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we’ve	found	100	meters	to	be	the	ideal	size	in	tile	targeting.	It’s	small	enough	to	be	
specific,	but	large	enough	that	we	can	get	reliable	precision	in	the	moments	after	an	app	
is opened.

These measures are often the difference between  
reaching	the	right	audience	and	the	wrong	one,	and	 
between the real customer and the fraudulent one.

The	difference	between	reaching	a	discrete	audience	or	not	comes	down	to	validating	
whether	a	location	data	source	is	legitimate.	And	determining	whether	a	data	source	is	
legitimate	or	not	comes	down	to	having	the	right	capability.	That’s	where	Darwin	comes	
in—uncovering	and	analyzing	location	data	to	determine	which	sources	are	legitimate,	
illegitimate,	or	fraudulent,	all	the	while	evolving	the	pipeline	to	deliver	keener	location	
data	insights.	Darwin	is	the	industry-leading	standard	of	excellence	that	identifies	
patterns	validating	human	behavior.



Leading	CPG,	retail,	automotive,	entertainment,	consumer	electronics,	and	other	national	
brands	and	their	agencies	rely	on	PlaceIQ’s	patented	technology	and	suite	of	consumer	
discovery,	engagement	and	activation	solutions	to	engage	with	the	right	consumers	

and	lead	them	to	desired	brand	actions	and	destinations	at	unbeatable	scale.	PlaceIQ’s	
Place	Visit	Rate	(PVR™)	is	already	the	standard	for	measuring	real-world,	in-store	ROI,	
quantifying	the	value	and	effectiveness	of	advertising,	targeting	and	messaging.	The	

company	is	headquartered	in	New	York	City	and	has	offices	in	San	Francisco,	Los	Angeles,	
Detroit,	Chicago	and	Boulder,	Colorado.

For more information, visit www.placeiq.com.
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